
- By the summer of 2010, I had become obsessed with answering a simple question: Why do 

some people end up loving what they do, while so many others fail at this goal? 

- The narratives in this book are bound by a common thread: the importance of ability. The 

things that make a great job great, I discovered, are rare and valuable. If you want them in 

your working life, you need something rare and valuable to offer in return. In other words, 

you need to be good at something before you can expect a good job. 

- We’ll also return to Thomas, who after his dispiriting realization at the monastery was able 

to return to his first principles, move his focus away from finding the right work and toward 

working right, and eventually build, for the first time in his life, a love for what he does. This is 

the happiness that you, too, should demand. 

- You begin to find threads of nuance that, once pulled, unravel the tight certainty of the 

passion hypothesis, eventually leading to an unsettling recognition: “Follow your passion” 

might just be terrible advice. 

- I tell this story because these are hardly the actions of someone passionate about technology 

and entrepreneurship, yet this was less than a year before Jobs started Apple Computer. In 

other words, in the months leading up to the start of his visionary company, Steve Jobs was 

something of a conflicted young man, seeking spiritual enlightenment and dabbling in 

electronics only when it promised to earn him quick cash. 

- Steve arrived barefoot at the Byte Shop, Paul Terrell’s pioneering Mountain View computer 

store, and offered Terrell the circuit boards for sale. Terrell didn’t want to sell plain boards, 

but said he would buy fully assembled computers. He would pay $500 for each, and wanted 

fifty as soon as they could be delivered. Jobs jumped at the opportunity to make an even larger 

amount of money and began scrounging together start-up capital. It was in this unexpected 

windfall that Apple Computer was born. As Young emphasizes, “Their plans were circumspect 

and small-time. They weren’t dreaming of taking over the world.” 

- If a young Steve Jobs had taken his own advice and decided to only pursue work he loved, 

we would probably find him today as one of the Los Altos Zen Center’s most popular teachers. 

But he didn’t follow this simple advice. Apple Computer was decidedly not born out of passion, 

but instead was the result of a lucky break—a “small-time” scheme that unexpectedly took 

off. 

- “In the movies there’s this idea that you should just go for your dream,” Glass tells them. 

“But I don’t believe that. Things happen in stages.” Glass emphasizes that it takes time to get 

good at anything, recounting the many years it took him to master radio to the point where 

he had interesting options. “The key thing is to force yourself through the work, force the skills 

to come; that’s the hardest phase,” he says. 

- Glass continues: “I feel like your problem is that you’re trying to judge all things in the 

abstract before you do them. That’s your tragic mistake.” 

- The astrobiologist Andrew Steele, for example, exclaims, “No, I had no idea what I was going 

to do. I object to systems that say you should decide now what you’re going to do.” One of 



the students asks Steele if he had started his PhD program “hoping you’d one day change the 

world.” “No,” Steele responds, “I just wanted options.”3 Al Merrick, the founder of Channel 

Island Surfboards, tells a similar tale of stumbling into passion over time. “People are in a rush 

to start their lives, and it’s sad,” he tells his interviewers. “I didn’t go out with the idea of 

making a big empire,” he explains. “I set goals for myself at being the best I could be at 

what[ever] I did.”4 

- These interviews emphasize an important point: Compelling careers often have complex 

origins that reject the simple idea that all you have to do is follow your passion. 

- Conclusion #1: Career Passions Are Rare 

- At the core of the passion hypothesis is the assumption that we all have pre-existing passions 

waiting to be discovered. This experiment puts that assumption to the test. Here’s what it 

found: 84 percent of the students surveyed were identified as having a passion. This sounds 

like good news for supporters of the passion hypothesis—that is, until you dive deeper into 

the details of these pursuits. Here are the top five identified passions: dance, hockey (these 

were Canadian students, mind you), skiing, reading, and swimming. Though dear to the hearts 

of the students, these passions don’t have much to offer when it comes to choosing a job. In 

fact, less than 4 percent of the total identified passions had any relation to work or education, 

with the remaining 96 percent describing hobby-style interests such as sports and art. 

- Conclusion #2: Passion Takes Time 

- job, in Wrzesniewski’s formulation, is a way to pay the bills, a career is a path toward 

increasingly better work, and a calling is work that’s an important part of your life and a vital 

part of your identity. 

- Conclusion #3: Passion Is a Side Effect of Mastery 

- Self-Determination Theory (SDT), which is arguably the best understanding science currently 

has for why some pursuits get our engines running while others leave us cold.8 SDT tells us 

that motivation, in the workplace or elsewhere, requires that you fulfill three basic 

psychological needs—factors described as the “nutriments” required to feel intrinsically 

motivated for your work: Autonomy: the feeling that you have control over your day, and that 

your actions are important Competence: the feeling that you are good at what you do 

Relatedness: the feeling of connection to other people 

- “I graduated college wanting nothing more than the ultimate job for me,” says Jill, another 

young person profiled in Quarterlife Crisis. Not surprisingly, everything Jill tried failed to meet 

this high mark. 

- “I’m so lost about what I want to do,” despairs twenty-five-year-old Elaine, “that I don’t even 

realize what I’m sacrificing.” 

- And when you study a large group of people who are passionate about what they do, as I did 

in researching this book, you find that most—not all—will tell a story more complex than 

simply identifying a pre-existing passion and then pursuing it. Examples 



- two different approaches to thinking about work: the craftsman mindset, a focus on what 

value you’re producing in your job, and the passion mindset, a focus on what value your job 

offers you. Most people adopt the passion mindset, but in this chapter I argue that the 

craftsman mindset is the foundation for creating work you love. 

- As my graduate student career had been winding down, I had become obsessed with my 

research strategy—an obsession that was manifested in the chronic working and reworking of 

the description of my work on my website. This was a frustrating process: I felt like I was 

stretching to convince the world that my work was interesting, yet no one cared. Martin’s 

axiom gave me a reprieve from this self-promotion. “Stop focusing on these little details,” it 

told me. “Focus instead on becoming better.” Inspired, I turned my attention from my website 

to a habit that continues to this day: I track the hours spent each month dedicated to thinking 

hard about research problems (in the month in which I first wrote this chapter, for example, I 

dedicated forty-two hours to these core tasks). 

- This dedication to output, I realized, also explains his painful modesty. To Jordan, arrogance 

doesn’t make sense. “Here’s what I respect: creating something meaningful and then 

presenting it to the world,” he explained. 

- I liked that phrase—the tape doesn’t lie—as it sums up nicely what motivates performers 

such as Jordan, Mark, and Steve Martin. If you’re not focusing on becoming so good they can’t 

ignore you, you’re going to be left behind. This clarity was refreshing. 

- Whereas the craftsman mindset focuses on what you can offer the world, the passion 

mindset focuses instead on what the world can offer you. This mindset is how most people 

approach their working lives. 

- First, when you focus only on what your work offers you, it makes you hyperaware of what 

you don’t like about it, leading to chronic unhappiness. 

- In other words, the passion mindset is almost guaranteed to keep you perpetually unhappy 

and confused, which probably explains why Bronson admits, not long into his career-seeker 

epic What Should I Do With My Life? that “the one feeling everyone in this book has 

experienced is of missing out on life.”7 

- there’s something liberating about the craftsman mindset: It asks you to leave behind self-

centered concerns about whether your job is “just right,” and instead put your head down and 

plug away at getting really damn good. 

- In other words, I am suggesting that you put aside the question of whether your job is your 

true passion, and instead turn your focus toward becoming so good they can’t ignore you. 

That is, regardless of what you do for a living, approach your work like a true performer. 

- I justify the importance of the craftsman mindset by arguing that the traits that make a great 

job great are rare and valuable, and therefore, if you want a great job, you need to build up 

rare and valuable skills—which I call career capital—to offer in return. 

- “The key thing is to force yourself through the work, force the skills to come; that’s the 

hardest phase,” he elaborated in his Roadtrip Nation session. In other words, this is not the 



story of a prodigy who walked into a radio station after college and walked out with a show. 

The more you read about Glass, the more you encounter a young man who was driven to 

develop his skills until they were too valuable to be ignored. 

- When Feuer left her advertising career to start a yoga studio, not only did she discard the 

career capital acquired over many years in the marketing industry, but she transitioned into 

an unrelated field where she had almost no capital. 

- After twenty years at Fallon McElligott, working on logos for major companies such as Sony 

and Coca-Cola, Duffy once again invested his capital to gain more autonomy, this time by 

starting his own fifteen-person shop: Duffy &amp; Partners. This entrepreneurial move 

contrasts sharply with Feuer’s. Duffy started his own company with enough career capital to 

immediately thrive—he was one of the world’s best logo men and had a waiting list of clients. 

Feuer started her company with only two hundred hours of training and an abundance of 

courage. 

- “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,” and one traveler chose the path to mastery while 

the other was called toward passion’s glow. The former ended up celebrated in the industry, 

in control of his own livelihood, and weekending with his family in a forested retreat. The 

latter ended up on food stamps. 

- It captures well both the risk and the illogic of starting from scratch as contrasted with the 

leverage gained by instead acquiring more career capital. Both Feuer and Duffy had the same 

issues with their work; these issues emerged at around the same time; and they both had the 

same desire to love what they do. But they had two different approaches to tackling these 

issues. In the end, it was Duffy’s commitment to craftsmanship that was the obvious winner. 

- THREE DISQUALIFIERS FOR APPLYING THE CRAFTSMAN MINDSET The job presents few 

opportunities to distinguish yourself by developing relevant skills that are rare and valuable. 

The job focuses on something you think is useless or perhaps even actively bad for the world. 

The job forces you to work with people you really dislike. 

- three traits that make people love their work: impact, creativity, and control. 

- Alex, the former debate champion, coolly assessed what career capital was valuable in this 

market. He then set out with the intensity once reserved for debate prep to acquire this capital 

as fast as possible. 

- Instead he carefully and persistently gathered career capital, confident that valuable skills 

would translate into valuable opportunities. 

- He never had elaborate plans for his career. Instead, after each working experience, he would 

stick his head up to see who was interested in his newly expanded store of capital, and then 

jump at whatever opportunity seemed most promising. 

- he’s still quick to turn the conversation back to how he approaches it. As you’ll learn more 

about in the next chapter, Mike literally tracks every hour of his day, down to quarter-hour 

increments, on a spreadsheet. He wants to ensure that his attention is focused on the 

activities that matter. “It’s so easy to just come in and spend your whole day on e-mail,” 



- Even at that young age I realized that my discomfort with mental discomfort was a liability 

in the performance world. 

- To get up to speed on the wide picking style he needs for his new tune, he keeps adjusting 

the speed of his practicing to a point just past where he’s comfortable. When he hits a wrong 

note, he immediately stops and starts over, providing instant feedback for himself. 

- “The harder I work, the more relaxed I can play, and the better it sounds.” 

- the difference in strategy that separates average guitar players like me from stars like Tice 

and Casstevens is not confined to music. This focus on stretching your ability and receiving 

immediate feedback provides the core of a more universal principle—one that I increasingly 

came to believe provides the key to successfully acquiring career capital in almost any field. 

- I spent many hours playing songs I knew, including dozens and dozens of hours spent on 

stage. Like the intermediate players in the Charness study, I was letting this satisfying work 

pile up ineffectively while Jordan, during these same ages, was painstakingly squirreling away 

the serious study that would make him exceptional. 

- If you want to understand the source of professional athletes’ talent, for example, look to 

their practice schedules—almost without exception they have been systematically stretching 

their athletic abilities, with the guidance of expert coaches, since they were children. 

- scientists have failed to find much evidence of natural abilities explaining experts’ successes. 

It is a lifetime accumulation of deliberate practice that again and again ends up explaining 

excellence. 

- if you just show up and work hard, you’ll soon hit a performance plateau beyond which you 

fail to get any better. This is what happened to me with my guitar playing, to the chess players 

who stuck to tournament play, and to most knowledge workers who simply put in the hours: 

We all hit plateaus. 

- Let’s assume you’re a knowledge worker, which is a field without a clear training philosophy. 

If you can figure out how to integrate deliberate practice into your own life, you have the 

possibility of blowing past your peers in your value, as you’ll likely be alone in your dedication 

to systematically getting better. That is, deliberate practice might provide the key to quickly 

becoming so good they can’t ignore you. To successfully adopt the craftsman mindset, 

therefore, we have to approach our jobs in the same way that Jordan approaches his guitar 

playing or Garry Kasparov his chess training—with a dedication to deliberate practice 

- Alex admitted that even though he’s now an established writer, he still reads screenwriting 

books, looking for places where his craft could stand improving. “It’s a constant learning 

process,” he said. The other thing I noticed about Alex is that this learning is not done in 

isolation: “You need to be constantly soliciting feedback from colleagues and professionals,” 

he told me. 

- “At the beginning of each week I figure out how much time I want to spend on different 

activities,” he explained. “I then track it so I can see how close I came to my targets.” On the 

sample spreadsheet he sent me, he divides his activities into two categories: hard to change 



(i.e., weekly commitments he can’t avoid) and highly changeable (i.e., self-directed activities 

that he controls). Here’s the amount of time he dedicates to each: 

- Mike’s goal with his spreadsheet is to become more “intentional” about how his workday 

unfolds. 

- Does he annoy some people because of this lack of availability? Probably. But take my 

example of eventually being forced to call him during his commute: The important stuff still 

finds its way to him, but on his schedule. 

- Step 1: Decide What Capital Market You’re In 

- The problem, however, is that blogging in the advice space—where his site existed—is not 

an auction market, it’s winner-take-all. The only capital that matters is whether or not your 

posts compel the reader. 

- When you correctly understand the market where blogging exists, you stop calculating your 

bounce rate and start focusing instead on saying something people really care about—which 

is where your energy should be if you want to succeed. 

- If you don’t know where you’re trying to get to, then it’s hard to take effective action. Geoff 

Colvin, an editor at Fortune magazine who wrote a book on deliberate practice,7 put it this 

way in an article that appeared in Fotune: “[Deliberate practice] requires good goals.” 

- it’s in honest, sometimes harsh feedback that you learn where to retrain your focus in order 

to continue to make progress. 

- Summary of Rule #2 

- In this understanding, finding the right work pales in importance to working right. 

- To start, I’ll emphasize that Ryan did not follow his passion into farming. Instead, like many 

people who end up loving what they do, he stumbled into his profession, and then found that 

his passion for the work increased along with his expertise. 

- You have to get good before you can expect good work. 

- Ryan and Sarah live a meaningful life on their own terms. 

- In one such study, mentioned in Pink’s book, researchers at Cornell followed over three 

hundred small businesses, half of which focused on giving control to their employees and half 

of which did not. The control-centric businesses grew at four times the rate of their 

counterparts. In another study, which I found during my own research, giving autonomy to 

middle school teachers in a struggling school district not only increased the rate at which the 

teachers were promoted, but also, to the surprise of the researchers, reversed the downward 

performance trend of their students.2 

- If you want to observe the power of control up close in the workplace, look toward 

companies embracing a radical new philosophy called Results-Only Work Environment (or, 

ROWE, for short). In a ROWE company, all that matters is your results. When you show up to 

work and when you leave, when you take vacations, and how often you check e-mail are all 



irrelevant. They leave it to the employee to figure out whatever works best for getting the 

important things done. “No results, no job: It’s that simple,” as ROWE supporters like to say. 

If you read the business case for ROWE, available online, you find example after example of 

employees liberated by control. 

- At Best Buy’s corporate headquarters, for example, the teams that implemented ROWE saw 

the rate at which people left plummet by up to 90 percent. “I love the ROWE environment.… 

It makes me feel like I’m in control of my destiny,” said one Best Buy employee. At the Gap’s 

headquarters, employees in a ROWE pilot study found their happiness and performance 

improved. “I’ve never seen my employees happier,” 

- Giving people more control over what they do and how they do it increases their happiness, 

engagement, and sense of fulfillment. 

- the first control trap, which warns that it’s dangerous to pursue more control in your working 

life before you have career capital to offer in exchange. 

- Control that’s acquired without career capital is not sustainable. 

- Control is powerful. But she unfortunately skipped the first part—you need something 

valuable to offer in return for this powerful trait. In other words, she tried to obtain control 

without any capital to offer in return, 

- The more I met people who successfully deployed control in their career, the more I heard 

similar tales of resistance from their employers, friends, and families. 

- “One thing a lot of people struggle with in my field is that they have a lot of ideas, but don’t 

know how to get them turned into reality.” 

- This is the irony of control. When no one cares what you do with your working life, you 

probably don’t have enough career capital to do anything interesting. 

- this is an idea worth paying attention to because control is so powerful in transforming your 

working life that I call it the dream-job elixir. 

- you should only pursue a bid for more control if you have evidence that it’s something that 

people are willing to pay you for. 

- “A leader needs the guts to stand alone and look ridiculous,” Derek says. Soon, however, a 

second young man joins the first and starts dancing. “Now comes the first follower with a 

crucial role … the first follower transforms the lone nut into a leader.” As the video continues, 

a few more dancers join the group. Then several more. Around the two-minute mark, the 

dancers have grown into a crowd. “And ladies and gentlemen, that’s how a movement is 

made.” 

- Derek made it clear that this is different from pursuing money for the sake of having money. 

Remember, this is someone who gave away $22 million and sold his possessions after his 

company was acquired. Instead, as he explained: “Money is a neutral indicator of value. By 

aiming to make money, you’re aiming to be valuable.” 



- When deciding whether to follow an appealing pursuit that will introduce more control into 

your work life, seek evidence of whether people are willing to pay for it. If you find this 

evidence, continue. If not, move on. 

- As I spent time with Pardis, I recognized that her happiness comes from the fact that she 

built her career on a clear and compelling mission—something that not only gives meaning to 

her work but provides the energy needed to embrace life beyond the lab. 

- To have a mission is to have a unifying focus for your career. It’s more general than a specific 

job and can span multiple positions. It provides an answer to the question, What should I do 

with my life? Missions are powerful because they focus your energy toward a useful goal, and 

this in turn maximizes your impact on your world—a crucial factor in loving what you do. 

People who feel like their careers truly matter are more satisfied with their working lives, and 

they’re also more resistant to the strain of hard work. 

- How do you make mission a reality in your working life? 

- Hardness scares off the daydreamers and the timid, leaving more opportunity for those like 

us who are willing to take the time to carefully work out the best path forward and then 

confidently take action. 

- Missions Require Capital In which I argue that a mission chosen before you have relevant 

career capital is not likely to be sustainable. 

- In one study cited by Johnson, researchers from Columbia University found just shy of 150 

different examples of prominent scientific breakthroughs made by multiple researchers at 

near the same time. 

- Big ideas, Johnson explained, are almost always discovered in the “adjacent possible,” a term 

borrowed from the complex-system biologist Stuart Kauffman, 

- When Johnson adopted the term, he shifted it from complex chemicals to cultural and 

scientific innovations. “We take the ideas we’ve inherited or that we’ve stumbled across, and 

we jigger them together into some new shape,” he explained. The next big ideas in any field 

are found right beyond the current cutting edge, in the adjacent space that contains the 

possible new combinations of existing ideas. The reason important discoveries often happen 

multiple times, therefore, is that they only become possible once they enter the adjacent 

possible, at which point anyone surveying this space—that is, those who are the current 

cutting edge—will notice the same innovations waiting to happen. 

- The isolation of oxygen as a component of air, to name one of Johnson’s examples of a 

multiple discovery, wasn’t possible until two things happened: First, scientists began to think 

about air as a substance containing elements, not just a void; and second, sensitive scales, a 

key tool in the needed experiments, became available. Once these two developments 

occurred, the isolation of oxygen became a big fat target in the newly defined adjacent 

possible—visible to anyone who happened to be looking in that direction. Two scientists—

Carl Wilhelm Scheele and Joseph Priestley—were looking in this direction, and therefore both 

went on to conduct the necessary experiments independently but at nearly the same time. 



- A good career mission is similar to a scientific breakthrough—it’s an innovation waiting to be 

discovered in the adjacent possible of your field. 

- This insight explains Sarah’s struggles: She was trying to find a mission before she got to the 

cutting edge (she was still in her first two years as a graduate student when she began to panic 

about her lack of focus). From her vantage point as a new graduate student, she was much 

too far from the cutting edge to have any hope of surveying the adjacent possible, and if she 

can’t see the adjacent possible, she’s not likely to identify a compelling new direction for her 

work. According to Johnson’s theory, Sarah would have been better served by first mastering 

a promising niche—a task that may take years—and only then turning her attention to seeking 

a mission. 

- If life-transforming missions could be found with just a little navel-gazing and an optimistic 

attitude, changing the world would be commonplace. But it’s not commonplace; it’s instead 

quite rare. 

- The art of mission, we can conclude, asks us to suppress the most grandiose of our work 

instincts and instead adopt the patience—the style of patience observed with Pardis Sabeti—

required to get this ordering correct. 

- In which I argue that great missions are transformed into great successes as the result of 

using small and achievable projects—little bets—to explore the concrete possibilities 

surrounding a compelling idea. 

- Once you have the capital required to identify a mission, you must still figure out how to put 

the mission into practice. If you don’t have a trusted strategy for making this leap from idea 

to execution, then like me and so many others, you’ll probably avoid the leap altogether. 

- Here’s what I noticed: Kirk’s path to American Treasures was incremental. He didn’t decide 

out of nowhere that he wanted to host a television show and then work backward to make 

that dream a reality. Instead, he worked forward from his original mission—to popularize 

archaeology—with a series of small, almost tentative steps. 

- I stumbled across a new business book that had been making waves. It was titled Little Bets, 

and it was written by a former venture capitalist named Peter Sims.2 When Sims studied a 

variety of successful innovators, from Steve Jobs to Chris Rock to Frank Gehry, as well as 

innovative companies, such as Amazon and Pixar, he found a strategy common to all. “Rather 

than believing they have to start with a big idea or plan out a whole project in advance,” he 

writes, “they make a methodical series of little bets about what might be a good direction, 

learning critical information from lots of little failures and from small but significant wins” 

[emphasis mine]. This rapid and frequent feedback, Sims argues, “allows them to find 

unexpected avenues and arrive at extraordinary outcomes.” 

- The important thing about little bets is that they’re bite-sized. You try one. It takes a few 

months at most. It either succeeds or fails, but either way you get important feedback to guide 

your next steps. 



- To maximize your chances of success, you should deploy small, concrete experiments that 

return concrete feedback. 

- What Giles discovered, I decided, is that a good mission-driven project must be remarkable 

in two different ways. First, it should be remarkable in the literal sense of compelling people 

to remark about it. 

- If you asked a Ruby programmer about this project, he would tell you that this is solid, quality, 

useful work. But it’s not the type of achievement that would compel this same Ruby 

programmer to write his friends and tell them, “You have to see this!” 

- By contrast, teaching your computer to write its own complex music is a purple cow; it 

inspires people to take notice and spread the word. 

- Giles didn’t just find a project that compels remarks, but he also spread the word about the 

project in a venue that supports these remarks. In his case, this venue was the open-source 

software community. As he learned from Chad Fowler, there’s an established infrastructure 

in this community for noticing and spreading the word about interesting projects. 

- For a mission-driven project to succeed, it should be remarkable in two different ways. First, 

it must compel people who encounter it to remark about it to others. Second, it must be 

launched in a venue that supports such remarking. 

- I discovered, “follow you passion” can be bad advice. It’s more important to become good at 

something rare and valuable, and then invest the career capital this 

- This took one semester of systematic experiments and subsequently earned me three 

consecutive years of a 4.0 grade point average, a period during which I never pulled an all-

nighter and rarely studied past dinner. I then cashed in this asset by publishing a student-

advice guide. 

- As I discovered, musicians, athletes, and chess players, among others, know all about 

deliberate practice, but knowledge workers do not. 

- Motivated by my research and examples such as Feynman, I decided that focusing my 

attention on a bottom-up understanding of my own field’s most difficult results would be a 

good first step toward revitalizing my career capital stores. 

- To combat this resistance, I deployed two types of structure. The first type was time 

structure: “I am going to work on this for one hour,” I would tell myself. “I don’t care if I faint 

from the effort, or make no progress, for the next hour this is my whole world.” But of course 

I wouldn’t faint and eventually I would make progress. It took, on average, ten minutes for the 

waves of resistance to die down. Those ten minutes were always difficult, but knowing that 

my efforts had a time limit helped ensure that the difficulty was manageable. 

- The second type of structure I deployed was information structure—a way of capturing the 

results of my hard focus in a useful form. I started by building a proof map that captured the 

dependencies between the different pieces of the proof. This was hard, but not too hard, and 

it got me warmed up in my efforts to understand the result. I then advanced from the maps 



to short self-administered quizzes that forced me to memorize the key definitions the proof 

used. 

- After these first two steps, emboldened by my initial successes in deploying hard focus, I 

moved on to the big guns: proof summaries. This is where I forced myself to take each lemma 

and walk through each step of its proofs—filling in missing steps. I would conclude by writing 

a detailed summary in my own words. 

- Strain, I now accepted, was good. Instead of seeing this discomfort as a sensation to avoid, I 

began to understand it the same way that a body builder understands muscle burn: a sign that 

you’re doing something right. 

- Researching Rule #2, however, changed this state of affairs by making me much more “craft-

centric.” 

- In his famed “Last Lecture,” the late Carnegie Mellon computer science professor Randy 

Pausch captured this reality well when he quipped, “Junior faculty members used to come up 

to me and say, ‘Wow, you got tenure early; what’s your secret?’ I said, ‘It’s pretty simple, call 

me any Friday night in my office at ten o’clock and I’ll tell you.’ ” 

- I called it the law of financial viability, and described it as follows: “When deciding whether 

to follow an appealing pursuit that will introduce more control into your work life, ask yourself 

whether people are willing to pay you for it. If so, continue. If not, move on.” 

- These efforts generated a series of routines that I combined into a mission-development 

system. This system is best understood as a three-level pyramid. I’ll explain each of these 

levels below. 

- Top Level: The Tentative Research Mission My system is guided, at the top level of the 

pyramid, by a tentative research mission—a sort of rough guideline for the type of work I’m 

interested in doing. Right now, my mission reads, “To apply distributed algorithm theory to 

interesting new places with the goal of producing interesting new results.” In order to identify 

this mission description, I had first to acquire career capital in my field. I’ve published and read 

enough distributed algorithm results to know that there’s great potential in moving this body 

of theory to new settings. The real challenge, of course, is finding the compelling projects that 

exploit this potential. This is the goal the other two levels of the pyramid are designed to 

pursue. 

- Bottom Level: Background Research We now dive from the top level of the pyramid to the 

bottom level, where we find my dedication to background research. Here’s my rule: Every 

week, I expose myself to something new about my field. I can read a paper, attend a talk, or 

schedule a meeting. To ensure that I really understand the new idea, I require myself to add a 

summary, in my own words, to my growing “research bible” (which I introduced earlier in this 

conclusion when discussing how I applied Rule #2). I also try to carve out one walk each day 

for free-form thinking about the ideas turned up by this background research (I commute to 

work on foot and have a dog to exercise, so I have many such walks to choose from in my 

schedule). The choice of what material to expose myself to is guided by my mission description 

at the top of the pyramid. 



- Middle Level: Exploratory Projects We arrive now at the middle level of the pyramid, which 

is responsible for most of the work I produce as a professor. As explained in Rule #4, an 

effective strategy for making the leap from a tentative mission idea to compelling 

accomplishments is to use small projects that I called “little bets” (borrowing the phrase from 

Peter Sims’s 2010 book of the same title). As you might recall, a little bet, in the setting of 

mission exploration, has the following characteristics: It’s a project small enough to be 

completed in less than a month. It forces you to create new value (e.g., master a new skill and 

produce new results that didn’t exist before). It produces a concrete result that you can use 

to gather concrete feedback. 

- I use little bets to explore the most promising ideas turned up by the processes described by 

the bottom level of my pyramid. I try to keep only two or three bets active at a time so that 

they can receive intense attention. I also use deadlines, which I highlight in yellow in my 

planning documents, to help keep the urgency of their completion high. Finally, I also track 

my hours spent on these bets in the hour tally I described back in the section of this conclusion 

dedicated to my application of Rule #2. I found that without these accountability tools, I 

tended to procrastinate on this work, turning my attention to more urgent but less important 

matters. 

- The effort of completing these bets also has the added side benefit of inducing deliberate 

practice—yet another tactic in my ever-growing playbook dedicated to making me better and 

better at what I do. 

- This time, however, he approached his working life with a new awareness. His experience at 

the monastery had freed him from the escapist thoughts of fantasy jobs that had once 

dominated his mind. He was able instead to focus on the tasks he was given and on 

accomplishing them well. He was free from the constant, draining comparisons he used to 

make between his current work and some magical future occupation waiting to be discovered. 

- Thomas enjoys the challenge. It also provides him with a sense of respect, impact, and 

autonomy—exactly the kind of rare and valuable traits, as you might recall, that I argued back 

in Rule #2 are needed for creating work you love. Thomas acquired these traits not by 

matching his work to his passion, but instead by doing his work well and then strategically 

cashing in the capital it generated. 

- Working right trumps finding the right work. He didn’t need to have a perfect job to find 

occupational happiness—he needed instead a better approach to the work already available 

to him. 

- The decision to write this book can be traced back to a series of posts on the passion 

hypothesis that I first published on my blog, Study Hacks. The reaction from my readers was 

immediate and voluminous. Their feedback helped shape and focus my thinking on this topic 

and convinced me that this was a discussion worth sharing with a wider audience. As such, I 

thank them for spurring me into starting this project. 

- My longtime agent and mentor, Laurie Abkemeier, worked her magic and helped me 

transform my diverse thoughts into a cohesive book proposal. The book ended up with Rick 



Wolff at Grand Central/Business Plus, and I couldn’t be happier about this turn of events. Rick 

is the type of editor authors hope for. 


